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Read the reviews and sample the book 
on www.freewebs.com/onthenose 
 

Buy the book at www.bookharbour.com 
www.amazon.co.uk or www.ybw.com 
or order at any bookshop 



   One fine Spring day, Bob and Liz set 
off in their 35-foot yacht ‘Yanina of 
Bosham’ to see how far round the 
world they could get without sinking, 
starving or pushing each other over-
board. Yanina hasn’t sunk, they haven’t 
run out of food yet, and fortunately 
both Bob and Liz are good swimmers. 
    

   On the nose tells their story. For anyone 
who wants to explore the Mediterranean on 
their own boat, and who needs a reliable, 
accurate, thorough and unbiased cruising 
guide to cruising the Med, this book is almost 
entirely useless. But for cheap laughs it’s ab-
solutely unbeatable! 
 

   And On the nose isn’t just for sailors. It’s 
a great travel book too, and all you dirt-
dwellers (the yachtie’s term for landlubbers) 
will find it funny, frank, and fascinating. 

   Bang on the nose carries on where On 
the nose finishes, with an exploration of the 
Eastern Mediterranean. Bob will include your 
face in one of the many hilarious colour car-
toons. You might be a whirling Dervish in 
Istanbul, go bungee jumping in the Corinth 
Canal, or be a toilet attendant in Tunisia 
(hmmm, maybe that’s second prize). 
   Just email nosetheon@yahoo.co.uk with 
your name, email address and a photo. In 
February 2010, the first name we pull out of a 
peaked cap will be the winner, who will re-
ceive a free signed copy of the book. 
   And immortality in print!   
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And there’s more!  
You could be in Bob 
Cooper’s next book!  


